Digging for Gold
by Jan Maguiness
Overview
This report looks at Waihi’s Martha Mine, explaining a little of its history since its opening in 1878. An impression of the huge size of this mine can be gained from the facts, figures, and accompanying photographs.
Features to Consider in Context
•
The structure of the text as a report
•
The use of questions to draw the reader in
•
The range of sentence structures: simple, compound, and complex
•
The mixture of past, present, and future tenses
•
The subject-specific vocabulary associated with mining
•
The use of commas for a range of purposes.
Readability
Noun frequency level: 8–9 years
Supports and Challenges
The features to consider in context and the points outlined below could constitute either supports or challenges for individual readers.
•
The students’ knowledge of metals and mining
•
The photographs, which convey information and support the text
•
The manageable length of the text
•
The proper nouns associated with place names
•
Complex concepts of measurement associated with length, weight, and time
•
Words and concepts that some students may find challenging: “treasures”, “shafts”, “surface”, “recently”, “collapsed”, “fortunately”, “tonne”.
Introducing Students to the Text
•
Use the opening questions in the text to activate the students’ prior knowledge. Use a think, pair, and share technique for this discussion.
•
Introduce the title and ask the students what they know about gold mining in New Zealand. Introduce some of the subject-specific vocabulary during this discussion. Clarify the students’ understanding of what a mine is.
•
Use a prepared Know, Want to know, Learned (KWL) chart and list the students’ responses in the “K” column.
•
Tell the students the article is about the Martha Mine at Waihi in the Coromandel. Locate these places on the map and share any experiences the students may have had when visiting these places.
•
Share the purpose for reading the text. “We’re going to think of some questions about the Martha Mine and read the text to see if we can locate the answers.”
•
Ask the students to each think of a question about the Martha Mine and list their questions in the “W” column on the chart.
•
Ask the students to read silently to “Then the rock was crushed to remove the gold and silver”.
During the Reading
•
“Has anyone found answers to their questions?” “Which words tell you?”
•
Chart the students’ responses in the “L” column of the chart. “Have we learned anything else?”
•
Ask the students to look carefully at the photographs. “What can you learn from these?” Chart the appropriate responses in the “L” column of the chart.
•
“How far is 175 kilometres from here?” The students could suggest a place approximately 175 kilometres away to get an idea of the distance covered by the tunnels.
•
Ask the students to read to the end of the article to see if they can answer their questions or learn new information.
After the Reading: Responding to the Text
Possible focuses for discussion
•
Discuss what the students have found out and complete the KWL chart.
•
Ask the students to read the last paragraph again to find out what the future plans for the Martha Mine are. Split the group into three to brainstorm pluses, minuses, and interesting aspects of the future plans.
•
Chart the students’ responses on a prepared PMI (plus, minus, and interesting) chart.
•
Discuss with the students the problems that may be caused by the size of the pit. “How could these be overcome?”
•
Ask the students to imagine they are sitting at the dining table in their house at Waihi when an underground tunnel under their house gives way. “What do you see?” “What can you hear?” “What do you feel?” “What are you going to do?” Give the students the opportunity to pair and share their ideas.
Suggested Activities
You may like to select an activity from those listed below. You may need to work with the group for some activities.
Suggested Achievement Objectives
Learning Outcomes 
Students will be able to:
Learning Experiences 
Students could:
Close Reading 
• processing information
• read to find infornation on specific topics.
• use the Internet or other resources to locate answers to the questions or further information about the Martha Mine.
Viewing 
• thinking critically
• combine words and images to communicate ideas.
• write captions for the photographs (you may wish to photocopy the photographs).
Interpersonal Listening
Interpersonal Speaking 
• thinking critically
• interact and co-operate with others in a group to complete a task.
• discuss ways to gain a clearer concept of the size of the Martha Mine for example, by comparing the predicted size of the mine pit with the measurements of the school field.
Links with Other School Journal Titles
“The Biggest Hole in the World” 1.2.95
Journal Search Categories
Gold Mines and Mining
Cross-curricular Links
Science: Making Sense of Planet Earth and Beyond
Mathematics: Measurement
Associated Websites
Martha Mine
www.marthamine.co.nz
NZMIA– Welcome
www.minerals.co.nz/html/index.html
Waihi Museum and Art Gallery
www.waihimuseum.co.nz
Barb Wired
http://english.unitecnology.ac.nz/barbwired/read_story.html?story=features/TheHoleyCity
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